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Simple weighting methods and the ISO loudness models are compared with listener-
adjusted loudness levels. For a loudness level of about 80 phons, B-weighting appeared
to be the best method while A-weighting is unreliable.

0 INTRODUCTION only intended for rank ordering of noises according to
loudness and not for measuring absolute loudness, while

In listening tests, opinions that are formed about the ISO 532 methods are based on psychoacoustical
sound - _:'-'quamy and stereo imaging are influenced by data of human ears and can be used to measure absolute
many factors in addition to the one that may be of loudness. In the following sections it will be discussed
specific interest; see Toole [1] for a brief overview, why A-weighting is not recommended, and a better
One of the sources of variability is loudness. The loud- alternative will be examined.
ness balancing of loudspeakers during listening tests

is considered to be very important. Among a variety I EQUAL LOUDNESS
of publications [1]-[8] it was recently noted by Gab-
rielsson et al. [8] that an increase in sound level will In the equal-loudness-level contours for pure tones,

increase the perceived fullness, and spaciousness, and plotted in Fig. 1, two psychoacoustic phenomena may
will give a better clarity and fidelity, be observed: 1) the contours are heavily frequency de-

In a previous paper [9] the calculation of the loudness
of loudspeakers was discussed. Some standardized

loudness calculations were compared with the traditional _ 130
method relying on A-weighted sound levels and with

subjective loudness measurements obtained through 110 X___ 110phon L

listening tests. One of the conclusions of that paper _ X_N,,x_ /%
was that the A-weightedsound-levelmethod was not _ 90 fN

recommendedfor accurate loudness balancing and that _ ,,\_ __"'_
the loudness differences between the loudspeakers are a> 70

hardly influenced by the program choice. _ 50 "--_ _ __/_

The recommended measures (ISO 532) correlated "cn

wellWiththe subjectiveratingsof thevarioussubjects. _ 30

However, many consider these methods to be cumber- a_ ' ;_"'"'"'""_

some and too complicated for everyday use. It is the -o*' 10
aimof the presentpaperto extendthe comparisonof =o

loudnessmeasures to include other simple ones, such _ -10 .........
as the B-, C-, and D-weighting functions. It should be 31.5 125 500 2000 8000

noted that the A-, B-, C-, and D-weighting curves are Frequency (Hz) .-

* Manuscript received 1991 June 17; revised 1991 No- Fig. 1. Normal equal-loudness level contours for pure tones
vember15. (binauralfree-fieldlistening,frontalincidence).From[12].
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pendent and 2) the curves are level dependent. The B-weighting is used for intermediate levels, while D-
latter is illustrated by Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows that the weighting is used for very high levels, such as aircraft
normalized differences between the 80-phon curve and noise. A-weighting, which is traditionally used for
the 20-, 40-, 60-, and 100-phon curves are increasing general purposes, is supposed to be an approximation
for decreasing frequency below 200 Hz. The shapes of the 40-phon contour. This level is much too low for
of equal-loudness contours have been used in the design loudspeaker listening tests. When the 80-phon contour
of sound-level meters, which attempt to give an ap- is used to obtain a weighting function by normalizing
proximate measure of the loudness of complex sounds, it to 0 dB at 1 kHz, the curve labeled 80-phon weighting
Such meters contain weighting networks so that the will result, as shown in Fig. 3. As a reference, A-
meter does not simply sum the power at all frequencies weighting and B-weighting are also plotted in Fig. 3.
but, instead, weights the power at each frequency ac- It appears, however, that at low frequencies A-weighting
cording to the shape of the equal-loudness contours, is too strong while B-weighting is a reasonable ap-
At low sound levels low-frequency components con- proximation of the 80-phon weighting curve. Another
tribute little to the total loudness of a complex sound, way to demonstrate the weakness of a simple weighting
so A-weighting is used to reduce the contribution of in general and A-weighting in particular is the following.
low frequencies to the final meter reading. At high When a subject listens to a pure tone at 200 Hz or 2
levels all frequencies contribute more or less equally kHz, each with the same sound-pressure level of 60
to the loudness sensation, so that a more nearly linear dB, each tone will give about the same loudness (Fig.
weighting characteristic, the C network, is used [10]. 4). The A-weighted value of the 200-Hz tone does not
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Fig. 2. Differences between 80-phon curve and 20-, 40-, 60-, and 100-phon curves, respectively. Difference curves have
been normalized to 0 dB at 1 kHz.
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Fig. 3. A-, B-, and 80-phon (free-field) weighting functions.
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reflect the perceived strength, however, weighting functions are plotted together in Fig. 5. In

If the subject listens to the two tones simultaneously, the Appendix a computer procedure to compute these
with a frequency separation of more than a critical functions is presented. In the following sections these
band, the perceived loudness will increase by about global comparisons will be tested against listener-ad-
10 phons (GD) with respect to a single tone. (The suffix justed loudness levels.
GD stands for group and diffuse field; see [9] or [11].)

The A-weighted level will remain the same as for the 2 SUBJECTIVE LOUDNESS MEASUREMENTS
2-kHz tone presented alone. This is due to the too
rigorous weighting at low frequencies (at higher levels), To test the usefulness of the objective loudness mea-
and because the addition of signals has different effects sures, these values will be compared with listener-ad-

in psychoacoustics than for electrical signals. The ad- justed loudness levels. These subjective values were
dition rules for loudness are incorporated in the more obtained by an experiment that is summarized here;
advanced loudness measurements, as discussed in [9]. the details can be found in [9]. Ten subjects, one at a

However, if loudspeakers under test are similar, then time, listened to six different loudspeakers LS1-LS6
there is no serious objection to a simpler weighting. (the same as those used in [9]), including the standard,

For reference purposes, the A-, B-, C-, and D- or reference, LS1, at a distance of 3.5 m. The loud-
speakers were of different brands and covered wide
ranges of price and quality. They exhibited very dis-

I r 59 phon (GD) similar frequency responses and different efficiencies,

60 ................... 49 dB(A) especially at low frequencies. The listening room was/ 4' 58 dB(B) a soundproof room arranged and equipped as a normal
200 60 dB living room. The loudspeakers could not be seen by

(a) the subjects, due to an acoustically transparent but vis-
ually opaque screen. They were connected to a switching

[ facilitywhichcontaineda set of high-qualityrelays,

60 phon (GD) remotely controlled by the suoj .........................
60 ............ 61 dB(A)

A "* 60 dB(B) were placed in the signal path from the CD player to

-o 2000 60 dB the power amplifier. Each loudspeaker could be atten-
uatedby theexperimenterby adjustingtheknobcor-

03 (b) matwu_-- respogmtng to Lit< IOUU_[J_UlK_I pli:tylllg. IL lie

stimuli were presented by reproducing pink noise via

I I ] 69 phon (GD) the six different loudspeakers ESl-ES6. The subjects

60 .................. 61 dB{A) could compare loudspeakers LS2-LS6 to the reference
=* 62 dB(B) loudspeaker LS1 as often as they desired. The loud-

200 2000 63 dB speakers LS2-LS6 were to be matched by the subjects
so that they perceived a loudness level equal to that of

Frequency (Hz) = the standard. The subjects gave a signal to the exper-
(c) imenter to lower or raise the volume of the loudspeaker

Fig. 4. Levels of tones. (a) At 200 Hz. (b) At 2 kHz. (c) For under test. When the subject was satisfied with all
both tonessimultaneously, loudness levels (which took approximately 10 min),
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Fig. 5. A-, B-, C-, and D-weighting functions.
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the level of each attenuator was stored. This was done to random variations only." Using the T2 values from
once per subject. These values were averaged (over Table 2, one cannot reject the zero hypothesis for B-
the 10 subjects) and are hereafter referred to as Lsubi. weighting and ISO 532B. The hypothesis is rejected
In a previous experiment [9] it was shown that the for the other five methods. The entry tx in Table 2
subjects could reproduce this task, even after a retention denotes the level of significance of the T2 test, which

period of 15 min, with good accuracy. The reference is the probability of making the decision to reject the
loudspeaker was used as an anchor or standard. Its zero hypothesis when in fact it is true (type I error).
volume setting remained constant during all the tests, The power of this test cannot be calculated explicitly.

resulting in a loudness level of 80 phons (GD) for pink However, it can been shown that the power of the present
noise. See Table 1 for a comparison with other measures, test is much higher than the power of a one-dimensional

test and is sufficient to reject some methods.
2.1 Results One may conclude that the B-weightingand ISO

To compare the results of the various methods for 532B methods provide results similar to those of the
the loudspeakers tested the error was calculated as subjective assessments. The five other methods are not

consistent with the subjective ratings. It should be noted
Am j = (Lin 1 -- Lm j) -- Lsubj (1) that the ISO 532 method is intended for general absolute

loudness measures applicable for various levels and
where Lm 1 is the sound level of the reference loud- sound sources, while in this present case only relative
speaker (LS]) using method m, Lmj is the sound level loudness measures of comparable sound sources are of
of the jth loudspeaker using method m, and Lsub j is interest.
the averaged relative level adjusted by the subjects for

the jth loudspeaker. The results of the listening test, 3 CONCLUSIONS
using Eq. (1), are summarized in Table 2. (The first

column is the unweighted sound-pressure level.) The Experimental evaluations were made of seven mca-
entry HT 2 is Hotelling's T2 [15], given as surement techniques to identify those that would be

useful for the adjustment of loudness levels of loud-
T2m-- 8tmcov-1 gm (2) speakers for listening tests, at a level of 80 phons. The

most satisfactory results were obtained by the use of
where gm is the vector of differences of method m (the a B-weighted measure of sound level. This provided
columns of Table 2) and cov is the covariance matrix results similar to those derived from subjective ad-
of the subjects' ratings. A large value of T2 indicates justments by a population of 10 subjects. The elaborate
a large deviation from the subjects' ratings. Clearly, ISO 532B method also gave good results. The A-
Table 2 shows that D-weighting is not applicable. The weighted measure yielded poor results and therefore
second worst method is the A-weighted sound level, is not recommended for accurate loudness balancing.
The simple B-weighting is surprisingly the best in this

test. The statistical significance of the data presented 4 REFERENCES
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